
Magic Gathering

Dates: Fri 22nd-Tuesday 26th September 2023
First & last are half days

Call

Calling all queer pagans, curious witches, teachers and students of magic, gender
alchemists, and light workers called by the age of aquarius: We invite you to an intimate and
intentional gathering on beautiful land in Storridge, Gloucestershire. This will be different
from the usual faerie gatherings- We are not offering a party or a holiday space. This is an
opportunity to build magical community by sharing knowledge, practises and learning at
depth in a gentle and supportive environment. As such this gathering will be smaller and
more intimate than most, with only 15 spaces available. We welcome those who are called
to develop, explore and share their magical practice as part of a collective journey.
We seek to work with and learn more about medicinal gifts. We are open to ritual substances
for private magical use and, with group consent, for group ritual use. We will aim to work with
shadow aspects of substances that might come up as a community and support within our
capability. We recognise it will largely be an emergent process. We will have regular group
check ins to help us all to tune in and clarify our needs. We also recognise that to go on a
magical journey is essentially a personal journey and for this reason we have built in
generous free time.
Our process ends after 4 days. We invite those who are willing to commit to a shared group
process and to participate fully in group activities.We are open to exploring how we might
develop as an ongoing magical community.

Venue

This gathering will be held at Anybody’s barn, Storridge,Gloucestershire. A lovely simple 2
storey building within (and private from) a rural residential community in the Malvern Hills. it
is a remote location so we will encourage lift shares and ask all participants to come
prepared, as shopping facilities are at a distance. more information can be found at their
website.

Accessibility

There is a Short uneven path from carpark to the main building, with 4 steps to the front
door. 2 out of the 5 dorm rooms and all group spaces are on the ground floor with 3 small
steps to main group room. There will be a designated quiet space for any suffering from
overstimulation to retreat to.

Accommodation

There are 5 small dorms (3 up, 2 downstairs). They are very small rooms, 3 people being the
maximum occupancy per room. there are no single rooms available and camping is not
permitted.

https://www.anybodysbarn.co.uk
https://www.anybodysbarn.co.uk


Meals

All meals will be veggie, co-created and will meet dietary needs as identified.

Money

it is our intention that the gathering be self-funding. Accommodation and food costs amount to
£74 per person. We welcome those who are able to contribute more to do so, in order for those
who need support may come on a NOTAFLOF basis. In a spirit of transparency, gathering costs
are set out below:

- £240 x 4 24 hour days = £960
- + £10 per person for food
- £960 + £150 ÷ 15 participants = £74 each

Please reach out to any of us to find out more or discuss if this gathering is going to work for you.

Love,
Carnelian, Unicorn, Blossom & Qweaver x


